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INTRODUCTION

With the advent of digital reproduction of dental items, use of the new digital
fabrication methodologies has become common place, such that, the dental
office of the future is now possible to provide almost all types of manufactures
restorations in-house. However, in reality, digital manufacturing in the dental
field is still in its infancy, with many aspects needing great improvement.

In all digital fabrication processes the object to be fabricated is placed into a
cartesian coordinate system, consisting of closed, triangular spaces (an STL file:
Standard Triangle Language). The STL file is then deconstructed into 2D “slices”,
and these files are sequentially produced using a layer-by-layer strategy.

Fused Deposition Modeling (FDM) (also known as Fused Filament Fabrication)
is an extrusion process of layering successive heights of warmed filament, that
fuse to each other as they are deposited, and form the final product when
cooled. A variety of active polymerization processes are also used. Those using
a bath of unpolymerized resin (Stereolithography Apparatus (SLA) uses a UV-
based laser to trace out the features of each slice, Digital Light Projection (DLP)
projects an image of an entire slide onto the bottom of the resin bath all at
once) and one using printing technology much like an ink jet printer (Polyjet
Photopolymerization (PPP)).

However, the time of printing, the volume of material used, the number of
objects to be fabricated at once, and the resolution of the final printed surface
are all important factors in consideration of the final product quality.

In order to optimize printing space on the build plate, angling the orientation of
the printed object is a common practice. However, angulation requires
fabrication of auxiliary supports and can significantly affect the dimensional
accuracy of the item, as well as its surface smoothness and detail reproduction.

CONCLUSIONS

PURPOSE

To compare the anterior-posterior and cross-arch dimensional accuracies of a
variety of 3D maxillary models fabricated using a variety of additive fabrication
techniques and printed at different angulations, with similar dimensions of a
master STL file, from which all models were fabricated.

HYPOTHESIS

Irrespective of the method of 3D fabrication, models printed at 30 deg
angulation will demonstrate significantly different dimensions from the STL
from which they were generated, while models printed horizontally or vertically
will not.

METHODS

RESULTS

EFFECT OF PRINT ANGULATION ON DIMENSIONAL 
REPRODUCIBILITY OF 3D-PRINTED MODELS
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1. Ability to reproduce STL master dimensions on printed models is not
universally related to print angulation

2. Dimensional reproducibility and provision of values considered as clinically
acceptable was found to be resin and printer-dependent
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LEARNING OBJECTIVES

1. Become familiar with the various methods of using various 3D, additive
fabrication methods to generate dental models

2. Understand why 3D printed items might be fabricated at different
angulations

3. Understand how print angulation affects dimensional accuracy of various
types of printing methodologies.
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STATISTICAL ANALYSES

ANTERIOR – POSTERIOR AND CROSS-ARCH DIMENSIONS

1-factor ANOVAs performed within each print angulation mean and that of
each resin/printer combination using Dunnett’s T-test and the STL value as
“CONTROL”

1-factor ANOVAs performed among different print angulations within each
resin/printer combination. Tukey post-hoc for pair-wise comparisons

2-Factor ANOVAs (resin/printer and Angulation) had many significant
interaction terms

All statistical testing performed at pre-set alpha of 0.05

WITHIN EACH FIGURE

“*” Indicates mean value significantly different from STL control value

Within a given resin/printer grouping, values denoted with similar letters are
not significantly different

“CS” indicates value within a bar considered as “clinically significantly
different” from that of the STL value: +/- 0.25 mm (Short et al, JCO 52, 12-
20, 2018)

1. For both Anterior-Posterior and Cross-arch dimensions, there was no
overall trend noted for effect of print angulation on dimensional
reproduction of the STL file values.

2. The SLA, PPP, and some DLP printers reproduced dimensions in both
directions not significantly different from the STL file control.

3. Dimensions were affected by resin for same printer: SR Grey/MoonRay
S100 produced models shorter than the control (all CS), while SR Tan
Model/MoonRay S100 dimensions were not different from the STL Control,
but many values were CS. The same resin printed with a more recent model
printer (SprintRay Pro) produced models that were not different from the
control, and none of which were CS.

4. Best reproducibility and absence of CS values, independent of angulation,
was seen using PPP (Verodent/Eden 260) and DLO (SR Tan Model/SprintRay
Pro
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DISCUSSION

Random maxillary cast Digitally scanned
Medit T500

5 vertical pillars added to master 
STL file as measurement points

The same STL file was sent to manufacturers below. Fabrication of 6 replications were 
requested using 3 angulations: horizontal, 30°, vertical (70° to preclude supports on pillars)

CROSS-ARCH

ANTERIOR-POSTERIOR

PILLAR – PILLAR MEASUREMENT
STL file: Dimensions measured using MeshMixer

Printed models:

CROSS-ARCH = (CAU + CAL)/2

ANTERIOR-POSTERIOR = 
((APLU + APLL) + (APRU + APRL))/2

Scanned face-down on 
desktop scanner
(Canon MX472)

Image analysis software

Locations for measurement
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